PAINTING GUIDE
Archaean Arches

STEP 1
BASALT BLUE
(GT002-BASB)

With a broad, round brush like
Pokorny Paintbrushes No. 12, paint a
base layer of Pokorny Paints Basalt
Blue over the entire ruins piece.
Make sure to get in all the cracks
and crevices of each piece. Allow
this coat to dry before moving on to
the next step!

STEP 2

WATER BUBBLES
BLUE
(GT002-BB)

STEP 3
BASALT BLUE
(GT002-BASB)

Heavily dry-brush all areas of your
ruins pieces in Bubbles Blue.

Moving to a smaller detail brush, go
over the ornamental details of each
piece in Basalt Blue. This includes the
knot-work on the sides of the arches,
crescent moon and flourish details
along the back arch, and the knot-work
along the top.
This step will help create depth below
the silver being used in the next step.
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STEP 4
SYSUUL SILVER
(GT002-SYSS)

Brush over the ornamental details
covered in Step 3 in Sysuul Silver.
Apply this color unevenly, leaving
some of the Basalt Blue layer below
visible.
Focus on the ornamental borders of
the archways and the knot-work
designs on the top and sides of each
piece.
Don’t forget to cover pieces of debris
that may contain ornamental detail.

STEP 5
WHITE
(GT002-W)

Highlight the larger or more ornate
details along the inner archways in
White, especially parts along the
inner middle of the archway, large
crescent symbolism on the front, and
the small crescent moons along the
back.
You can do this to any detail you
would like to have more of a pop on
the finished piece.

STEP 6
STONE EDGE
DRY BRUSH
(GT002-SE)

Returning to your round brush, dry
brush the entire piece in Stone Edge
Dry Brush. Avoid some ornamental
details, but don’t be afraid to cover a
few as you go to create and organic
dusty and weathered look.
As an option, for the first pass of
this step, you can leave a bit of the
Bubbles Blue from Step 2 on your
brush, then clean your brush and
dry brush some of the sharpest edges
with pure Stone Edge Dry Brush.
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STEP 7
SHALLOW WATER
SEAWEED GREEN
(GT002-SG)

STEP 8
MOSS GREEN
(GT002-MG)

STEP 9

SHALLOW WATER
SEAWEED GREEN
(GT002-SG)

then
BASE WOOD
(GT002-BW)

With a detail brush, apply Shallow
Water Seaweed Green over the
natural details like moss, vines and
overgrowth.

Dry brush over all the foliage painted
in Step 7 with Moss Green.

For the final step, apply a dry brush
first in Shallow Seawater Green,
then go over the same area with a
dry brush in Base Wood.
Dry brush over any cracks and
breaks within the structure and
on random exposed surfaces (like
sections of the tops or sides) to give
your pieces a more defined weathered
look and to break up some of the
large blocks of blue.

You’ve completed the Ruins of Cailentyr Paint Guide! For specific ruins
piece details please refer to the Wildlands Field Guide at
cx.dwarvenforge.com/wildlands-field-guide
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